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Abstract
Recent advances in machine learning have demonstrated significant success in biomedical image
segmentation. Most existing high-quality segmentation algorithms rely on supervised learning
with full training labels. However, segmentation is more susceptible to label quality; notably,
generating accurate labels in biomedical data is a labor- and time-intensive task. Especially,
structure neuronal images are hard to obtain full annotation because of the entangled shape of
each structure. In this thesis, a neuron structure semantic segmentation algorithm is proposed
on a noise label. I assume that the label has noise and propose two new novel loss functions.
Adaptive loss is applied to noise pixels in different labels with prediction in partially annotated
labels. These fluorescence images may have confidence that can leverage prior knowledge when
each pixel has intensity. Reconstruction loss is suggested that can be regularized of neuronal cell
structures to reduce false segmentation near noisy labels. Additionally, This study is aimed to
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I Introduction
1.1 Background
Neurons show highly polarized structures that typically consist of multiple dendrites and a single
axon from a cell body. The morphology of a neuron is critical for various neuronal properties,
including synaptic integration and neuronal excitability [1]. Moreover, abnormalities of neuronal
shapes have been observed in multiple neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease
and Parkinson’s disease [2]. Recent advances in imaging techniques led to the emergence of large
scale image datasets of complex neuronal processes which require future analysis of automated
and precise analysis tools. Currently, commercially available software and open-source tools are
broadly applied for segmenting and annotating neurons [3, 4]; however, there is still a room for
improvement in labeling accuracy and automation of the process.
Many semantic segmentation methods rely on supervised learning with clean labels [5–7].
However, this data (fluorescence microscopy images of neurons) are different from those in con-
ventional semantic segmentation problems; neurons are narrow and thin, and they are distributed
sparsely (i.e., a large portion of the image contains empty background). Moreover, multiple neu-
rons are intertwined and cross each other. Making pixel-level accurate ground-truth labels from
neuron images is laborious and difficult. The input to our method is partially labeled data (see
Figure 1), that is some axons and dendrites are marked, while the others are left unmarked; in
other words, weak labels. We also consider these noisy labels because unlabeled pixels work neg-
atively during training when the loss function is the conventional Mean Squared Error (MSE).
Recently, many noise-robust loss functions have been proposed, such as Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) [8], Symmetric cross entropy Learning(SL), Reverse Cross-Entropy (RCE) [9], Normal-
ized Cross-Entropy (NCE), Active and Passive Loss (APL) [10], and Noise-Robust Dice (NR-
Dice) [11]. However, none of them has shown satisfactory performance regrading our target
problem.
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(a) Input (b) Partial label
Figure 1: Our neuron data are composed of (a) input fluorescence image showing complex
structures, and (b) partially given labels (magenta: dendrites, teal green: axons).
1.2 Motivation
Some studies approach the unlabeled pixel as weakly supervised, but I try to approach the
problem by considering the unlabeled part to constitute noise. In the case of general cross-
entropy, negative log-likelihood is used for the noise part at 0. Therefore, the unlabeled pixel
does not contribute to learning, thus, there is not enough data for training. In addition, cross-
entropy is more susceptible to noise in multi-class task because there are potentially more varied
values. However, in the case of MSE and MAE, these are robust against noise because the noise
parts also contribute to learning [12]. The MAE was theoretically proved that work well against
noise such as symmetric, asymmetric, but it takes a lot of time to stabilize. Although MSE,
which is bounded in MAE, is not strong against all kinds of noise, learning is fast due to square
values. [8] Therefore, I will use MSE to contributing to the noise pixel.
In addition, networks are needed to selectively back-propagate according to the presence or
absence of noise. Multi-task learning can inspire that this approach can apply different loss when
the possibility of applying other losses [13]. Nevertheless, it is difficult for the network to classify
the unlabeled parts during training because the predicted values (that is, the axon and dendrite
parts) are similar. The context prediction [14] method inspire to me by using self-supervised
learning. The foreground image(right images(a) in Figure 1 in the fluorescence images can be
influenced by the technique of classifying each pixel using the contextual relationship between
prediction results. The position between pixels can be classified through the regularization of
predicted values. This approach relies on the assumption that the positions between pixels can
be classified through normalization of each other. Therefore, since one pixel in the foreground
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should have one class, we adopted with self-regularization so that it is assigned to the final class
by measuring the relationship between the predicted channels.
1.3 Problem definition
When label is incomplete, or noise pixels, segmentation performance will be degraded. Many
segmentation methods ignored noise pixel when training or remove noise data from preprocessing.
However, incomplete pixel may have important characteristics. Also, in this data, there is a lot
of information about unlabeled pixel. I thought how incomplete pixels is classified, if only using
the incomplete or noise label. As shown in Figure 2, partial label will be utilized during the
training with proposed my loss and full label will be evaluated in testing.
1.4 Contributions
In this paper, two novel loss functions are proposed that are specifically designed to handle
incomplete and noisy labels for neuron segmentation. Our method is also shown to how much
improve the performance of neuron segmentation using the center line Dice(ClDice) metric [15],
which measures the connectivity of elongated structures.
• Adaptive mean squared error (ADMSE) loss is developed, which employs spatially varying
weights to prevent learning from noisy labels.
• Moreover, a structure prior (STPR) loss is proposed to promote the correct assignment of
labels when multiple classes compete with each other.
• The performance of proposed method demonstrate by comparing it with other noise-robust
losses using various segmentation accuracy metrics.
1.5 Goal
As shown in Figure 2, the two process will be examined in this study. In the first process, only
partial labeling will be used during training, and the optimal parameter-based best model is
evaluated in the test process. This process will ensure that only a partial label can provide the
full label with the correct class for each pixel. It is expected that the structural characteristics




Figure 2: This shows our overview process for each (a)training and (b)test processes. The first
(a) process only used partial labels, and then the best model evaluates scores in the (b) process.
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II Related work
2.1 Research of neuron structure
In general, the structure of neurons in microscopic images plays a very important role in under-
standing function of the brain. In general, studies of neuron have focused on for restoration to
get a neuronal structure. Ongoing studies mainly focus on neuron 3D reconstruction or analyzing
the structure of neurons using tracing technology. In order to apply tracing and reconstruction,
accurate segmentation of single neurons is required. The previous method used has a problem
in its mathematical modeling [16]. The previous method is difficult to work with when multiple
neurons are attached, and it is hard to segment each image precisely. Recently, deep learning
has been used to study the segmentation of neuron structures. Zhi at al, [17] presented a deep
learning-based open tracing tool box. They suggested a user-interactive method of pruning
neurons or improving the quality of their morphology with semi-automatically segmentation.
Therefore, many studies are currently actively approaching segmentation based on deep learn-
ing; in addition, the DIADEM challenge and the BigNeuron project [18] have provided a large
amount of data and tracing labels.
Recently, research has shown that the a 3D binary mask obtained by applying 3D-Unet
to a single neuron structure is better than the results of tracing on the original image [19].
Furthermore, in this method, a single neuron is segmented from the overlapping neuron structure
based on a weakly label, producing improved results without intersecting points in tracing [20].
Nevertheless, it is still difficult to distinguish between axon and dendrite as the results of tracing.
Because the neuron is composed of single structure, that is the entire structure of the neuron.
In this study, a new approach is presented with semantic segmentation of the axon, dendrite,
and cell body that has not been previously developed. Through the proposed my method, the
characteristics and length of neurons in each axon and dendrite structure can be obtained. In
addition, many organic substances in the neuron structure can be analyzed for each structure
to find the differences and present a new research approach.
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2.2 Semantic segmentation
The rapid development of deep learning in image processing has been applied in various fields,
such as segmentation, detection, and restoration. Of these, image segmentation is used in var-
ious fields such as, disease detection and autonomous driving [21]. Semantic segmentation has
been used to determine accurate class by classifying each pixel unit. The algorithm can imple-
mented through various networks, such as Convolution Neural Network(CNN) and Recurrent
Neural Network(RNN) [22], and can utilize with diverse dataset; for example, Pascal VOC
2012 [23], COCO datasets [24], and Cityscape [25] have been used to achieve consistently high
performance. The network is gradually improving performance through these various struc-
tures. The Fully Convolution Network(FCN) [26] consists of an end-to-end-based, shape such as
VGG16 and GoogleNet. In the encoder part of the preceding network, there are Resnets [27] and
DenseNets [28] that make features more deep, and ResNeXt [29], which improves performance
by making complex. Furthermore, a receptive field in the convolution activation field was stud-
ied by researcher. Then the DeepLab V3+ [30] was developed based on Atrous convolution. In
addition, it provides a decoder area to show the performance as a deconvolution base. U-net was
also used as a representative in medical imaging, and gradient vanishing was avoided by using
skip connections. Likewise, it is used as a Generative Adversarial Network(GAN) to approach
the problem.
The prediction map is extracted using a generator for general data, and the image is divided
by classifying it using the discriminator. In addition, the decoder part provides deconvolution to
demonstrate the improved performance [31,32]. The aforementioned methods have been studied
to, but in recent years, research has been conducted with weakly and semi-supervised learning
rather than through supervised learning for semantic segmentation. There is a Class Activation
Mapping(CAM) that uses an activation map through a label for an image classification [33,34].
Additionally, iterative segmentation has been developed by applying seed growing technology [35]
in weakly supervised learning. Other methods use little information, such as scribbles [36] or
points. In recent years, image segmentation has been studied significantly in medical imaging.
Since it is difficult to determine accurate labels due to the nature of the type of image, the most
recent approaches are weakly and semi-supervised to solve this problem. In this thesis, I will
approach the image problem using the segmentation method.
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2.3 Noise label learning
Presently, many deep learning approaches depended on the noise label. If damaged labels were
included in the dataset, network would have a problem of overfitting, which would lead to a
decrease in overall performance. Some studies have approached this problem by suggesting
various methods in noise perspective. There are many approaches, such as pre-processing data,
making noise-robust architecture responded to noise, or regularization. [37] As in data pre-
possessing through the noise-robust method, there is a simple method to remove data when has
the noise that influences training through using bagging and boosting. Recently, a method of
noise pruning has been developed that does not require parameters called confident learning.
It utilizes joint distribution with unknown noise and prediction, and removes noise according
to rank [38]. From the perspective of network architecture, training is sometimes performed by
adding an adaptive layer that prevents noise when the predicted value is lower than an arbitrary
value. In order for the network to be robust against noise labels, data augmentation, weight
day, or dropout can be used to create a tolerance to noise, which makes it more robust to
classify. Recently, there a method has been introduced to learn about noise by performing label
smoothing and giving a more label with noise; this is termed the Mixup method [39].
2.4 Noise-robust loss
Many methods have been described above. In this study, I will approach the noise loss more
specifically. In general, the goal of noise-based learning is to create a function f(X; θ) that
matches the label(Y) with the prediction value(Ŷ). At this time, the risk of the model f is
defined as the expected value of the loss function(L). The process of finding the optimal f that
minimizes to zero the expected value of the loss is termed Empirical Risk Minimization(ERM).
Let define ERM in the dataset(D), followed by
R(f) = ED [L(f(X; θ),Y] (1)
Previously, in binary classification problems involving noise, 0-1 loss was theoretically proven to
be a robust method. This simply loss function that gives a penalty of 0 if the predicted value and
label are accurate. However, since 0-1 loss is not applied to noise even in multi-class classification
problems, Ghosh et al. [8] theoretically demonstrated the validity of suitable loss MAE. When
input X has the k class, Let denotes that the ground-truth distribution is q(k|X) and each label
probability is p(k|X). MSE satisfied the ERM(eq. 1) in symmetric and asymmetric noise and





In addition, it was shown that works well for noise, as much as kk−1 noise ratio. However, in the
case of MAE, as the ratio of noise increases, it takes a lot of time to saturate the model. To over-
come this problem, cross entropy(CE) recently is developed by a symmetric cross entropy(SCE)
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function that is robust to noise in multi-class classification. [9] This function is motivated by









In a similar method, there is a generalized cross-entropy [12] that forms a Box Cox shape
by combining MAE with CE. If the predicted value is smaller than a certain value, the network
is applied to the noise robust loss. This loss only operates in the specific area with noise; thus,
Xingjun at al. [10] found that many classification systems have the problem of under-fitting.
Therefore, they suggest normalized active and passive loss that combines normalized cross-
entropy and normalized noise-robust loss, theoretically implementing robustness against noise.
Recently, NR-DICE [11] showed good performance by using the loss combined with Dice loss
and MAE in medical images. However, there are still many problems because noise is irregularly
generated in medical images. Therefore, in this study, I propose a method that is robust to noise




Let X and Y be the distributions of observed images and neuron labels, respectively. neuron
segmentation is set goal to predict a response map Y ∼ Y for every class representing neuronal
structures from a sample image X ∼ X by feeding a deep neural network f(·; θ) parameterized
by θ using a paired random variable (X,Y) from the distribution D. In our problem, four classes
are used , such as background, cell body, dendrite, and axon, which are denoted as labels 0, 1,
2, and 3 respectively, as shown in Figure 3. Since the labels are partially given, all unlabeled
pixels cannot be treated as background. Instead, an intensity-based thresholding is applied to
the input image to generate the background image Y(0). K is defined as the set of label indices
(in our case, K = {0, 1, 2, 3}). Note that the cell body and background labels are considered as
clean labels (i.e., not partial labels). Therefore, the set of clean labels are defined S1 = {0, 1}
and that of noisy labels S2 = {2, 3}, and thus, K = S1 ∪ S2.
3.2 ADMSE loss
The MSE loss is widely used to minimize the distance between the prediction f(X; θ) and the




Even though the MSE loss effectively penalizes large errors in L2 sense, it is not resilient to
noise in training data as in our problem. To address this issue, an adaptive weight are proposed
based on the prediction of the network to control the pixel-level backpropagation. Let Y(k) be
the label map for the k-th class and Y (k)i be the i-th pixel value (i.e., per-pixel label) in Y
(k).



























)2 + β if Y (k)i = 0, k ∈ S2
1 otherwise
(7)
The rationale behind the proposed loss is as follows; if an unlabeled pixel (Y (k)i = 0) in the
noisy label map (k ∈ S2) has a higher prediction value Ŷ (k)i , then it considered as noise because
it is not a true unlabeled pixel (i.e., false negative). ADMSE suppress learning from those pixels
by assigning small weights during backpropagation. α is a user-defined parameter to control the
degree of adaptive weight applied to the loss function. β is a small constant value added to the
loss function to ensure stable convergence at the early stage of training (before convergence to
correct Ŷ (k)i ).
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3.3 STPR loss
In addition to supervised training using partial labels, additional constraints are leveraged based
on prior information of neuronal structures. Because the proposed model is based on multi-task
learning using multi-class labels, the model may output strong prediction on more than one
class; this is due to the fact that the data and label are noisy and different neuronal structures
are overlapped and closely located. The rationale behind the proposed loss is that, for a given
pixel location, there should be only one correct class assigned (e.g., a pixel cannot belong to axon
and dendrite simultaneously). This constraint can be expressed using conditional probability
with random variables X and Y as follows:
P (Y(0) ∪Y(2)|X; θ) ' P (¬Y(1) ∩ ¬Y(3)|X; θ)
P (Y(0) ∪Y(3)|X; θ) ' P (¬Y(1) ∩ ¬Y(2)|X; θ) (8)
Intuitively, the above relationship implies that a pixel should not be classified as the cell body
or axon if such a pixel has high background or dendrite probability (vice versa for axon as well).








where S(k) = {x|x ∈ K \ {0, k}}. This loss is applied to noisy labels (i.e., S2) to serve as a
regularizer. In summary, the total loss for our model is defined as the sum of the ADMSE and
STPR losses as follows:
Ltotal = Ladmse + Lstpr (10)
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed method. There are two sets of training data; one is the
clean label (background and cell body) and the other is the partial label (dendrite and axon), to
which MSE and ADMSE losses are applied, respectively (yellow and green arrows). Predictions




Neuron image data used in this thesis research consisted of paired training data with partial
annotations from a total of 23 single cells and 3 test sets with full labels. Each image (1024×
1024 in size) was split into small patches (128 × 128 in size). Images are discarded totally
empty (background) patches, and applied data augmentation using rotation and flipping. Since
the number of pixel labels of dendrite was about five times higher than that of axons, we applied
oversampling on axon labels to prevent class imbalanced problem. The proposed network is
based on a conventional U-Net with the ResNet-34 backbone encoder. Model is trained by
using Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 3e-3, with a random batch size of 300,
and gradually decreased the learning rate of 3e-4 with the cosine annealing method. U-Net is
trained by Resnet-34 as the encoder. Binary image as Y(0) is generated by empirically setting
a threshold of 0.3 for the input image. (see Fig. 3). Loss parameter set α = 0.1 to apply the
optimal weight map for noisy labels, and β = 0.03 to converge the learning at initial training,
both of which were empirically found via 10-fold cross-validation.
4.2 Experiment Setup
Losses such as MSE, CE and the proposed loss was applied to other networks such as U-net++
[40] and DeepLab V3+ [30]. These networks were set to have the same parameters (α = 0.1,
β = 0.03) as the previously set values determined via 10-fold cross-validation. In addition, the
images used in this study included not only structural images but also images of mitochondrial
features. Each neuron structure has different morphological features and,so much research has
been conducted in this images. The proposed method has the advantage of obtaining more
mitochondrial features of each structure than the previous algorithm. Therefore, the number of
cells is compared through the mitochondria channel and the annotated neuron images. In order
to conduct the experiment as Figure 7), the Otsu [41] algorithm was applied to the mitochondrial
channel to change a binary images. Then, the Connected component [42] method was applied
to the cell count in each structure to obtain the results.
4.3 Evaluation
To demonstrate the efficacy of this method on partial labels, it is compared with other noise-
robust losses, such as SCE, APL, and NR-Dice loss. The parameters were α = 0.1 and β = 1
for SCE, α = 1 and β = 1 for APL, and γ = 1 for NR-Dice, which were chosen empirically to
obtain the best performance.
To quantitatively assess the performance of our method, we used three error metrics that
are commonly used in semantic segmentation: Intersection over Union (IoU), F1 score, and
ClDice [15].
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The data are comprised of tubular structures in each neuron; thus, ClDice is employed,
which can evaluate the connectivity between structures. To use ClDice to obtain evaluation
scores from our structures, the skeletonized ground truth is inserted into the prediction label.
More specifically, the values are obtained by skeletonizing the ground truth (Vg) and prediction








ClDice(Vp, Vg) = 2×
prec(Sp, Vg)× sens(Sg, Vp)
prec(Sp, Vg) + sens(Sg, Vp)
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V Result
5.1 Qualitative and Quantitative result
The qualitative comparison results of different noise-robust losses and network with our approach
are illustrated in Figure 5,Figure 4. The upper row represents the result of a training image
(showing an example of a partial label), while the bottom row indicates the result of a testing
image. As shown in this figure, the MSE loss generated incomplete results due to noisy labels.
While other losses exhibited some improvement over MSE, none of them was able to generate
accurate result close to the full label as in our method (see the red box in Figure 4). Note also
that, due to partial labels, other losses failed to learn axons during training (because unlabeled
pixels act as a negative label) while our loss successfully reconstructed most of the axons correctly
(Figure 4, upper row).
Figure 5 shows that the two proposed losses are applied separately. Compared to the results
with the partial labels, if the network is utilized by ADMSE, it can be seen that the unlabeled
part is not classified as the background (see the red box in Figure 5). However, since the
predicted values are similar, it can be seen that the label is incorrectly annotated. When STPR
is applied with MSE, the resulting labels were damaged. This can be inferred occurring because
of the unlabeled part contribute during training. As a result, with the two losses, it can be
seen that the unlabeled part not only is fully annotated but is also correctly classified under the
influence of the regularization through STPR.
Table 3 shows the quantitative comparison of different loss functions with the proposed on,
which were obtained by measuring the segmentation accuracy using IoU, precision, recall, F1
score, and ClDice metrics. The last three rows in this table illustrate the ablation study of
the proposed loss function. In this result, the axon class is more vulnerable to noisy partial
labels than other classes, which resulted in extremely low recall values for the MSE and noise-
robust loss functions(between 0.0954 and 0.1676). However, ADMSE and STPR losses are more
resilient to label noise and achieved up to 0.5731 for the recall. Results also are observed that
dendrites were less affected by noisy labels due to their large and thick structure as compared
to thin axons. Therefore, the MSE achieved the best result for IoU (which measures the overlap
between two regions) and F1 scores. Although other noise-robust losses demonstrate inferior
performance, our proposed loss achieve comparable results to the full label. Moreover, our
approach significantly outperformed the other methods in the ClDice metric, which assesses the
linearity of the structure, demonstrating that our loss fits better to the neuron segmentation
problem than the other noise-robust losses.
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5.2 Network result
Figure 6 shows the results showing that is generally effective for other networks. DeepLab V3+
and U-net++ where MSE was applied, so it was shown that the label is not complete for the axon
when compared with full labels. (see the large red box in Figure 6). The results demonstrate
that, after applying the proposed loss, performance was improved in two networks. In particular,
axons are obtained with sufficient labels due to the atrous effect in DeepLab V3+. But from
the dendrite, it can be seen that the label in the background pixel is corrupted. In the case of
U-net++, which is made with a dense block between the skip connections of the existing U-net,
the results is improved compared to MSE.
As shown in Table 2, the evaluation results demonstrate improved performance when ap-
plying the MSE and the proposed loss to each network. Since the dendrite area has an error in
the background area, the performance is degraded opposite of the axon part in Deep lab V3+.
As the proposed loss improves in the recall column compared to MSE, it can be seen that 0.2,
0.03 for each structure is improved, and the F1 score is also improved as a result. In the case
of Unet++, it has a structure similar to that of U-net, so improved results can be seen for the
dendrite and axon with IOU. Likewise, the F1 score is improved despite the slightly decreased
loss of the precision value, and recall is greatly improved by 0.2 and 0.3. In particular, the
axon, it was improved by 0.2, and improved performance results were observed. Finally, from
evaluating the linear connectivity in each network, in the case of MSE, low results were obtained
in the axon region.
5.3 Compare mitochondria
As shown in Figure 9, the ground truth (i.e, full label) shows the results of cell counting for
each structure. In the case of mitochondria in the dendrite part, the size of the mitochondria
is generally large and they have many long linear characteristics [43]; thus, in a test set with
a total of 3 full labels, the number of cells of the proposed method is same as that of MSE.
The axons are generally short and have small morphological features [43], so most mitochondria
counting was not achieved in MSE, due to many unlabeled parts. On the other hand, the labeling
had many instances of successful counting after utilizing the proposed loss. Since the proposed
loss significantly improved recall value, it is likely that the axon counts the cells similarly to
GT. From this result, I expected that when compared to the traditional method for obtaining
mitochondria, the proposed network can be shortened to get mitochondria features and more
detail about characteristics in a smaller area.
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VI Discussion
In this study, the problem of noise was asymptotic. Previous methods of semantic segmentation
were presented that focused on frameworks or preprocessing. This study instead, presented two
solutions for noise labeling. First, for stable learning on partial labels, MSE was used as a
basic function for unlabeled areas in particular, weights were given based on prediction distance
to prevent negative effects. Additionally, to solve the problem of labels being is incorrectly
labeled as the background, a structure prior is proposed based on the ’the difference between
prediction values suggested in the jigsaw puzzle in self-supervised learning. From the results
shown above, it was shown that MAE and MSE used for multi-class image classification are
effective in segmentation, and that negative labels can affect learning. Additionally, it was
suggested that leveraging to prior information in fluorescence images for learning is an efficient
method.
In general, semantic segmentation is approached by multi-class classification in pixels. Unlike
the existing semantic segmentation method, this study focused on the false negative area because
annotations are required in the unlabeled part. In particular, dendrite is dyed mainly so it can
be distinguished in the image. However there is a disadvantage that it is difficult to distinguish
because it is not dyed in the axon area. In order to solve this problem, the proposed method
reduced false negatives to better detect the axon region.
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IoU Precision Recall F1 ClDice
body Dend Axon body Dend Axon body Dend Axon body Dend Axon body Dend Axon
MSE 0.8509 0.7094 0.0889 0.9138 0.8121 0.6975 0.9251 0.849 0.0954 0.9194 0.8299 0.1608 0.8771 0.8105 0.2486
RCE [9] 0.7335 0.6476 0.1719 0.7447 0.7188 0.7661 0.9799 0.8677 0.184 0.8461 0.7859 0.2924 0.7321 0.7082 0.4873
APL [10] 0.855 0.6448 0.1304 0.9116 0.9004 0.772 0.9325 0.6947 0.1375 0.9218 0.784 0.2293 0.8066 0.7635 0.2851
NR-Dice [11] 0.8374 0.7007 0.1523 0.8707 0.8065 0.6469 0.9566 0.8425 0.1676 0.9115 0.8239 0.2628 0.8215 0.8245 0.3536
Ladmse(ours) 0.8349 0.6986 0.2871 0.9312 0.7241 0.6084 0.8899 0.9531 0.3564 0.9101 0.8223 0.4447 0.8871 0.8101 0.3965
Lmse + Lstpr(ours) 0.8626 0.6729 0.2961 0.8848 0.7822 0.7735 0.972 0.8277 0.3241 0.9262 0.8043 0.4568 0.8814 0.7561 0.1683
Ladmse + Lstpr(ours) 0.8892 0.7086 0.5183 0.9676 0.7435 0.8439 0.9165 0.9375 0.5731 0.9413 0.8292 0.6826 0.9043 0.8461 0.4948
Table 1: Comparison of segmentation performance over different loss functions measured using
various segmentation quality metrics. The top two results in each case are marked in bold (1st)
and underlined (2nd), respectively.
Figure 4: Results of using robust-noise loss functions, such as NCE, RCE, and NR-DICE, as
well as the proposed method. Our approach led to detailed annotated results when performing
partial label training and demonstrate similar quality training with full label.
Figure 5: Results of ablation result using proposed method
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IoU Precision Recall F1 ClDice
body Dend Axon body Dend Axon body Dend Axon body Dend Axon body Dend Axon
Deep lab plus(MSE) 0.8996 0.6219 0.2620 0.9579 0.7647 0.5590 0.9365 0.7694 0.3304 0.9252 0.7562 0.3096 0.9069 0.713 0.1612
Deep lab plus(Ours) 0.8438 0.5552 0.2981 0.9509 0.5819 0.611 0.8879 0.9236 0.3689 0.9183 0.7141 0.4593 0.9033 0.73 0.4011
Unet ++(MSE) 0.8523 0.6112 0.1953 0.8743 0.8199 0.7048 0.9713 0.7066 0.213 0.9202 0.7585 0.3267 0.8914 0.7924 0.2424
Unet ++(Ours) 0.8709 0.6267 0.4235 0.9135 0.6733 0.6654 0.9492 0.9002 0.5404 0.9310 0.7704 0.5950 0.9170 0.8113 0.2704
Table 2: Comparison of segmentation performance over different network measured using various
segmentation quality metrics. The top two results in each case are marked in bold (1st).
Figure 6: Results of using other segmentation network, such as nested unet, deep lab plus, as
well as the proposed method. Our approach led to detailed annotated results when performing
MSE loss and demonstrate similar quality with full label.
Dendrite Axon
GT Ours MSE GT Ours MSE
Image1 127 141 132 46 40 12
Image2 116 117 114 54 47 19
Image3 153 162 154 59 56 14
Mean 132 140 133 53 47 15
Table 3: Comparison of a number of cell counting using annotated label based on MSE, proposed
loss and GT ,respectively.
Figure 7: The concept overview of mitochondria counting process. After getting full labeling
by using our network, neuron structure label multiple mitochondria channel to counting the
mitochondria cell.
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Figure 8: Mitochondria channel can divide two part with axon and dendrite. each structure
count number of cell.
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VII Conclusion
In this paper, two novel losses are introduced named ADMSE and STPR, for neuron structure
segmentation from noisy and incomplete training labels. The result showed that the proposed
losses outperformed state-of-the-art noise robust losses in various segmentation quality metrics.
Especially, the proposed method achieved best ClDice scores, which demonstrates that the
method is effective to the neuron segmentation problem.
The proposed method in this study shows that the noise is partial or incomplete pixel that
is labeled as the background. However, corrupted labels caused by actual human error are still
unaddressed at this stage of the research. In the future, a more robust loss will be developed to
deal with bright images and other types of external noise.
There is disadvantage that fouresacne image must be dyed. This process takes lot of time
and becomes more sensitive to intensity. During network learning, it is possible to learn features
based on intensity. For these reasons, I will propose method which can learn neuron shape
feature in the future work It is expected that network can learn not only the dyed image featuer
but also the characteristics of the image itself through a new method.
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